
Let’s go 
CURLING!!!  

 

 
 

So… you are probably are wondering: what is curling? How do I curl? Do people really do 
this outside of the Olympics? Why on Earth would you pick curling for a team building event?  

[Some of your answers can be found in the attached Curling Cheat Sheet  ] 

And don’t worry!!! We have professionals who will teach you everything you need to know.  
Bad back? Weak knees?  

Don’t worry about that either! We will have extenders that will allow anyone and everyone to 
curl! All you have to do is follow 3 steps:  

JUST 3 EASY STEPS….  

1. MAKE A TEAM! (4 people) figure out the positions first (Lead, Second, Vice, Skip – 
We will help you…but if you must do this on your own…the Cheat Sheet outlines what 
each position does.) 

2. RSVP – Give us names of players…sorry; there are only four available per team… we 
know you’ll be fighting over these spots (we’re going to get some cool shirts for the 
outgoing four members who will be representing your company) 

3. SHOW UP!!!! (Obliviously if you’re one of the four players please show up…. but if 
you’re not playing…come be a team player yourself and be there to cheer on your team 
mates!!! Take lots of pictures! Have fun with us!!! Who knows when you’ll get to see 
them play life sized shuffle board again, right?!) 

Please read the obligatory Safety stuff: 

For your safety and enjoyment, please don't forget to pack a clean pair of athletic shoes to wear 
out on the ice (the shoes you arrive in are not permitted out on the ice). The smallest rock or leaf 
can really effect the playing surface and we'd hate all of your great shots to go off target! Also 
make sure you have athletic pants (to allow for lunges and squats) or jeans to wear out on the ice, 



shorts aren't permitted as exposed skin (legs, knees) melts the ice very quickly and leaves dead 
spots on the ice. 

The temperature out in the curling rink is approximately 40 degrees and the ice surface is closer 
to 22 degrees. Dress warmly but in layers! We start off cool but can work up a sweat out on the 
ice! Good socks, gloves, toques, protective headgear, and/or volleyball type knee pads are all 
permitted!  

 

** (Skip meeting before tournament. – Please arrive at 3PM for a brief run-down) 

 

 

Event Schedule: 
3:00PM - 3:30PM 
Mingling and off ice tutorial about curling. Video demonstrations will be shown 

3:30PM - 4:15PM  
Get on ice!!! …teaching everyone how to deliver (throw) the rocks, how to sweep, and 
how to move on the ice safely. 

4:15PM – 4:30PM  
Off ice break...time to warm up, have a beverage and get ready to CURL! 

4:30PM -7PM  
GAME TIME: Back on ice, in teams ready to play 4 ends (half game) 

7:00PM - 7:30PM  
Awards, Watch Pro Curlers who regularly play at the arena, networking & fun! 


